Abstract. In the K2K experiments, the expected observations at far site are estimated by extrapolating the observations at near site. In the extrapolation, the ratio of neutrino energy spectrum at far site to that at near site is used. The detail of the near-to-far extrapolation is described.
The pion momentum and angular distribution in the p π -θ π plane is estimated by fitting the expected light distributions to the observed ones at the 7 refractive indices. The fitting parameters are the relative pion populations, W i (i = 1, 50), in the p π -θ π plane (5 bins in p π above 2 GeV/c × 10 bins in θ π from −50 to 50 mrad). The fitted results for the W i 's are plotted in Fig. 1 (a) . Contribution of the j-th p π -θ π bin to the i-th bin of neutrino flux at ND(SK), φ
ND(SK) ij
, is calculated numerically by using MC simulation, which essentially relies only on decay kinematics and geometry but not on hadron production model. Then the neutrino spectrum at FD(SK) is calculated as Φ
where W represents the 50 W i . The F/N ratio thus calculated from the PIMON observation and the beam MC prediction are plotted in Fig. 1 (b) . The PIMON results agree with the beam MC very well.
Uncertainties on R i above E ν = 1 GeV are estimated from the results of PIMON measurements. A 50 × 50 error matrix M W for the fitting parameters W i is given as a result of the fitting. A transformation matrix U ij = dR j /dW i is numerically calculated using MC simulation. Using these two matrices, the error matrix on R i is calculated as
Contributions to the errors on R i from the uncertainties which are not incorporated as an error on Cherenkov light distributions are numerically evaluated one by one and added to the matrix.
The estimation of errors on R i below E ν = 1 GeV relies on a hadron production model [5] . The parameters in the model and their errors are estimated by fitting the model to the previous hadron production data [5] . There are much more data points above p π = 2 GeV/c than below 2 GeV/c. If all the data points are used in the fitting, pion production below 2 GeV/c is mostly constrained by the data points above 2 GeV/c through the momentum dependence assumed in the model. In order to minimize the effect of data points in non-relevant momentum region and model assumption on the momentum dependence, only the data points below 2 GeV/c are used in the fitting. The fitted parameters are put in the K2K beam simulation and the F/N ratio is calculated. Changes in R i when the model parameters are varied within their errors are taken as the error of R i . [2.5, ∞] all in the unit GeV. As indicated in the matrix, the F/N ratio below and above E ν = 1 GeV are treated as non-correlated, since those sub components of the matrix are derived with independent data and method. Finally, the effects of the error of F/N ratio on the K2K results is briefly mentioned. In the latest K2K analysis [2] , expected total number of events without oscillation is estimated to be 80.1 5.4 , while 54 events are observed. The systematic error on the expectation ( +7.7% −6.7% ) is dominated by contributions from uncertainties of normalization (±5%) and F/N ratio +4.9% −5.0% . As for the spectrum shape analysis, since number of events used in the analysis, 29 single-ring µ-like events, is still small, effect of error of F/N ratio is negligible compared to the statistical error.
Currently, the significance of the K2K results is mostly determined by the deficit of the total number of events. Therefore, reduction of uncertainty in R i , which is dominant contribution to the systematic error of number of events, will enable K2K to probe ν µ disappearance with much higher sensitivity. For that purpose, the hadron production data was taken with K2K Al target at K2K beam energy in HARP experiment at CERN this summer [7] . Analysis of the data is currently under progress.
In summary, the method of near to far extrapolation in K2K experiment is described. The F/N spectrum ratio which is estimated by beam MC simulation is used. The simulation is validated by in-situ measurements of pion distribution. The error on the ratio is estimated with PIMON data and beam MC. The ratio is one of major sources of systematic errors in K2K analysis. Analysis of hadron production data taken at HARP experiment is underway to improve the precision of the F/N ratio.
